
Malifaux Nythera Event Rules 

Wyrd is kicking off the autumn of 2015 with an amazing world-wide event; prove that your Faction has 
what it takes to control the enigmatic Nythera ruins!  The event will officially run from September 1st 
2015 to December 1st 2015. 

The Badlands has been sectioned off into 22 Territories over which the Factions of Malifaux will fight. By 
controlling Territories, Factions will earn Event Points.  At the end of the Event, the Faction with the 
most Event Points will be declared the winner, which will determine the Faction of the 2016 Nightmare 
model(s). The Faction which comes in second will determine the Faction of the 2016 GenCon Freebie. 

 

Playing In The Event  

Anyone may choose to make a game of Malifaux (that is 35 Soulstones or more in size) into an Event 
Game; simply agree with your opponent before the game begins that you will be participating in the 
Nythera Event. To participate, you and your opponent must be playing the Faction that each of you 
signed up for on the Wyrd forums, and you must be playing different Factions. This rule is just common 
sense; your Faction won’t make any progress if it’s too busy fighting itself! 

During Step 4 of Set Up (Determine Deployment) after Deployment Zones are determined, each player 
flips a card. The player with the highest card may choose who is the Attacker. The Attacker immediately 
chooses one of the Defender’s Territories (an area of the map controlled by the Defender’s Faction) or 
any Neutral Territory (an area which isn’t controlled by any Faction) to be the Territory the Crews are 
fighting over.  

During Step 8, Deploy Crews, the Attacker must deploy first. You do not need to flip any cards during 
this step. 

The Nythera Territory may always be chosen to be the Territory the Crews are fighting over as if it were 
a Neutral Territory (even if a Faction controls it). If the crews are fighting over the Nythera Territory, a 
special Scheme is added to the Scheme Pool; otherwise, the players play a normal game of Malifaux.   

 

 Reporting Games 

Once an Event Game is finished, each player should report the results via our submission form located 
here. The form must be filled out accurately and completely for the game results to count. 

Whenever a player wins an Event Game, they will accumulate Location Points (LP) for their Faction in 
the Territory they fought over. 

http://www.wyrd-games.net/nythera


If the Attacker won, they gain 2 LP for their Faction in the Territory selected for the game. If the 
Defender won, they gain 1 LP for their Faction in that Territory. The losing player does not gain any LP 
for their Faction. In the event of a tie, neither Faction gains any LP. 

Nythera and Neutral Territories are scored slightly differently. When a game takes place in a Neutral 
Territory or Nythera, the winning Faction gains 1 LP (regardless of whether it was the Attacker or 
Defender) and the losing Faction gains no LP. 

You may not report more than one game against the same opponent per week. (For example, if you 
already played a game against Jill and reported it, you may not report another game which was played 
against Jill until after the next weekly update). This is just to keep things fresh and fun for everyone. If 
you are lacking opponents, check out our Vassal module! 

 

Controlling Territories  

As the Nythera Event progresses, Factions will accumulate Location Points in the various Territories of 
the Badlands. At the end of each week (i.e., on Friday), the number of Location Points in each Territory 
will be tallied, and the Faction with the most Location Points in each Territory will take control of that 
Territory. If two or more Factions are tied for Territory Points, the Territory becomes Neutral.  

For Example, the Guild has 55 Location Points in the Nythera Territory, and the next highest Faction is 
the Resurrectionists at 35 Location Points. The Guild controls the Nythera Territory. 

 

Event Points 

Once Location Points have been tallied at the end of a week, each Faction will earn a set number of 
Event Points (EP) for each Territory they control, as shown in the Territory List below. Since some areas 
of the Badlands are more important than others (maybe it has an ammo dump, a map of Nythera, or a 
friendly town), the number of Event Points generated by each Territory varies according to its 
importance.  

For example, at the end of the week, the Guild controls Malifaux City, which is worth 3 Event Points, and 
Latigo Stronghold, which is worth 2 Event Points. The Guild gains a total of 5 Event Points (3 + 2) and 
adds this amount to the number of Event Points it gained in previous weeks. 

At the end of the Nythera Event, the Faction with the most Event Points will be declared the winner, 
while the Faction with the next-highest Event Points will take second place. In the event of a tie, the 
Faction that controls the most Territories will win. If there is still a tie, it will go to the Faction with the 
highest total LP in all Territories combined. 

 



The Map 

The Badlands have been divided into 22 Territories.  Each of these Territories represents an important 
part of the area around the Nythera site which is vital in your Faction’s attempt to claim the ruins for 
their own.  The Territories are: 

Territory Value Territory Value 
Ampersand 2 Kartakan Wastes 1 

The Brushlands 2 Kethsora 3 
Crescent Lake 2 Latigo Stronghold 2 
Debtor's Delve 1 Malifaux City 3 
Droma's Teeth 1 Northern Knotwoods 2 

Eastern Knotwoods 1 Nythera 4 
Edge Point 3 Parson's Cavern 2 

The Far Peaks 3 Samruk Mesa 2 
Fortune Falls 3 Slate Ridge 1 

The Fumaroles 1 The Starving Steppes 1 
Innocence 3 Western Knotwoods 3 

 

The Value after the Territory’s name represents how many Event Points (EP) a Territory is worth to the 
Faction controlling it. Each Territory on the map has been marked with a banner designating the Faction 
which controls it.  

Each Faction begins the Nythera Event controlling three different Territories; one worth 3 EP, one worth 
2 EP, and one worth 1 EP, for a total of 6 EP for each Faction.   Each Faction also begins with 70 Location 
Points distributed as follows: 40 in the Territory worth 3 EP, 20 in the Territory worth 2 EP, and 10 in the 
Territory worth 1 EP. This represents the Faction’s initial control over the areas important to them.  

 

The Nythera Territory 

Nythera is the focus of the Nythera Event, and as such, it comes with a few special rules. When 
determining which Territory the Attacker wishes to attack, the Attacker may always choose to attack 
Nythera, even if it is controlled by a Faction other than the one being played by the Defender. Any game 
played in Nythera has the following Scheme added to the Scheme Pool (this Scheme may change):  

Inspect The Ruins 

The ruins of Nythera are ancient and terrible; there is no telling what you may learn by their excavation. 

At the end of the game, this Crew earns 2 VP if it has 3 or more Scheme Markers within 6” of the Center 
of the board. If, at the end of the game, this Crew has 3 or more Scheme Markers within 6” of the 
Center of the board and at least one of them is on the opponent’s half of the table, this Crew earns 3 VP 
instead. This Scheme may not be announced at the start of the game. 



The Wyrd Forums 

Updates for the Nythera Event will be found in the Worldwide Event section of the Wyrd Forums. In 
order to participate in the Nythera Event, you must register for a specific Faction on the Wyrd Forums; 
only games you play with this Faction will count towards the Event.  

In addition to the main event forum, you will also be added the top secret forum belong to your chosen 
Faction. Only other members of your chosen Faction will be able to see this forum, which makes it a 
great place to coordinate attacks and swap advice with your comrades! But remember to keep the 
contents of this top secret forum close to your chest; nobody wants to be a turn coat.  

 

Designated Targets  

Starting with the second week and every other week thereafter, the Wyrd Staff will assign a Designated 
Target to your Faction in your top secret forum. Over the course of that week, if your Faction earns 
more LP than the other Factions in that Territory, your Faction will receive a special bonus (even if it 
does not take control of the Designated Target). The special bonuses will change over the course of the 
Nythera Event and may range a fun preview to extra Event Points, so keep your eyes open! 

 

Updates 

Every Friday, Wyrd staff will make a post in the main event forum. This post will contain an update of 
the map as well as a spreadsheet containing the Location Points in each Territory and the number of 
Event Points each Faction has accumulated. Use this information to coordinate your attacks wisely!  

This post will also contain some special rules that only apply to Campaign games (see the Shifting 
Loyalties book) played during the following week. If your group is not playing in a Campaign during the 
Event, you may ignore these. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Playing Campaign Games During The Event 

If your group chooses to run a Campaign during this Event, use a modified version of the Campaign Rules 
found in Shifting Loyalties. Running the Campaign is up to you and your group, but you must use a 
version of the rules found in Shifting Loyalties (optional rules are up to you, except for the few 
modifications listed here). 

When playing a Campaign Game, the Weekly Event will be determined by the Wyrd Staff and posted 
each week in the Event Discussion thread on the Wyrd Forums. This Weekly Event will be in effect for 
every Campaign Game that week.  

When playing a Campaign game as a part of the Event, determine an Attacker and Defender and select a 
Territory to fight over exactly as described in the previous sections with the exception that if a player 
loses (or ties) the game, that player still gains 0.5 LP for their Faction in that Territory. This represents 
the Faction learning the terrain as they advance through the Campaign. 

 

Strongholds 

As the Nythera Event progresses, each Faction will be working upon the completion of a Stronghold. 
Strongholds are similar to the Hide Outs described in Shifting Loyalties, save that they’re much larger 
and have a much greater effect in helping a Faction control Nythera. Strongholds only have an effect on 
Campaign games played as a part of the Event; players playing non-Campaign games should ignore these 
rules. 

Before the Nythera Event begins, each Faction will be allowed to choose (via poll in its top secret forum) 
what sort of Stronghold it wishes to construct during the Event. Once this decision is made and the 
Nythera Event begins, this decision may not be changed. Choose carefully! Campaigns played as a part 
of the Nythera Event may not use the Hide Out optional rules, as the Stronghold rules are being used in 
their place. 

As a Faction accumulates Event Points, its Stronghold will become larger and more important. Each 
Stronghold has a list of Improvements and a matching Event Point Requirement. Once the Faction has 
reached the indicated number of Event Points for a given Improvement, it will be automatically 
unlocked and added to the Faction’s Stronghold. All Improvements are cumulative.  

Each Improvement grants a specific bonus to members of that Faction during their Campaign Games.  

A list of which Improvements have been gained by each Faction will be made available at the start of 
each week.  

 

Strongholds:  



Badlands Outpost 

20 – Grizzled Bartender: This Crew may reflip a Finished Off flip twice per game.  

30 – Fine Liquor: This Crew may reflip one Barter flip, before Cheating. 

40 – Trading Post: When this Improvement is gained, add a Guild Pathfinder to your Arsenal. This model 
may be hired regardless of Faction or other restrictions and costs 1 Soulstone less than its normal cost.  

50 – Stake a New Claim: At the end of the game, before calculating VP, a model in this Crew may push 
up to 3” and take a (1) Interact Action.  

60 – Stoic Messenger: Deliver a Message is always an available Scheme for this Crew and the opposing 
Crew.  

70 – Soulstone Prospectors: At the start of each game, add two Soulstones to this Crew’s Cache. This 
may exceed the usual maximum of 7 Soulstones. 

80 – Saloon with a Stage: When this Improvement is gained, add any one model with the Crossroads 
Seven Characteristic that is not already in your Arsenal to your Arsenal. This model may be hired 
regardless of Faction and costs 1 Soulstone less than its normal cost.  

90 – Badlands Pioneers: Models in this Crew are immune to Horror Duels.  

100 – Mercenary Contract: When this Improvement is gained, add any one model with the Mercenary 
Characteristic to your Crew, then flip a card on the Barter Chart and choose one of the indicated 
Upgrades. The model may be hired regardless of Faction and always has the indicated Upgrade 
attached, without paying its Soulstone Cost (if any). If the Upgrade is an Equipment, it may not be 
traded away or equipped to any other model.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Hidden Laboratory 

20 – Library: This Crew may reflip Reward flips before Cheating.  

30 – Electrodes: Models in this Crew may ignore the Knocked Out and Shaken Injuries. 

40 – What Has Science Created?!: After flipping for Initiative on the first turn, you may summon an 
Electric Creation anywhere on your half of the board.  

50 – Brain in a Jar: This Crew may spend 1 Scrip to reflip Initiative instead of a Soulstone.  

60 – Chemical Explosives: Plant Explosives is always an available Scheme for this Crew and the opposing 
Crew.  

70 – Experimental Weaponry: This Crew reduces the Campaign Cost of Equipment Upgrades by 2.  

80 – He Got Better: When a friendly model is Annihilated, add a Flesh Construct to your Arsenal. This 
model may be hired regardless of Faction or other restrictions. 

90 – Industrial Revolution: The Soulstone Cost of this Crew’s Equipment Upgrades is reduced by 1.  

100 – Mandatory Upgrades: When this Improvement is gained, this Crew may Annihilate one of its non-
Leader models to add a Howard Langston to its Arsenal. Transfer all Skill Upgrades on the Annihilated 
model to this Howard Langston. This model may be hired regardless of Faction or other restrictions and 
costs 1 Soulstone less than its normal cost.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Arcane Sanctum 

20 – Warding Rules: Once per game, this Crew may reflip an Injury Flip.  

30 – Counterspells: Models in this Crew may ignore the Swamp Hex and Blood Hex Injuries.  

40 – Higher Education:  When this Improvement is gained, add an Oxfordian Mage to your Arsenal. This 
model may be hired regardless of Faction or other restrictions and costs 1 Soulstone less than its normal 
cost.  

50 – Summon Pillars: After choosing deployment zones but before deploying, this Crew may place two 
50mm markers that count as Ht 4 impassable, blocking terrain anywhere on its side of the board. 

60 – Arcane Ritual: Power Ritual is always an available Scheme for this Crew and the opposing Crew.  

70 – Talented Tutor: This Crew reduces the Campaign Cost of Skill Upgrades by 2.  

80 – The Ritual is Complete: When this Improvement is gained, add any one model with the Emissary of 
Fate Characteristic that is not already in your Arsenal to your Arsenal. This model may be hired 
regardless of Faction and costs 1 Soulstone less than its normal cost. 

90 – Higher Learning: All models in this Crew have their maximum number of Skills increased by 1.  

100 – Elemental Enlightenment: At the end of each turn, this Crew may discard a Friendly Scheme 
Marker to summon a model with the Gamin Characteristic in base contact with the Scheme Marker 
before it is discarded. If the summoned Gamin is in play at the end of the game, add it to this Crew’s 
Arsenal. This model may be hired regardless of Faction or other restrictions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Gloomy Mausoleum 

20 – Memento Mori: Gain 1 Scrip when a friendly model gains an Injury.  

30 – Disturbed Graves: Place two 50mm Ht 0 severe markers anywhere within 6” of the centerline. 

40 – The Hungry Dead: When this Improvement is gained, add four Mindless Zombies to your Arsenal. 
These models may be hired regardless of Faction or other restrictions and cost 1 Soulstone less than 
their normal cost.  

50 – Stitch ‘em Up: When one of this Crew’s Minions is Injured, flip twice on the Injury table and choose 
a result.  

60 – Haunted Relics: Cursed Object is always an available Scheme for this Crew and the opposing Crew. 

70 – Marble Headstones: Gain 3 Scrip when a friendly model is Annihilated.  

80 – Body Harvest: After killing an enemy model with the Living or Undead Characteristic, gain 1 Scrip.  

90 – Restless Spirits: After killing a Living or Undead enemy model, you may discard a Soulstone to 
summon an Onryo into base contact with the enemy model before removing it. If the Onryo is in play at 
the end of the game, add it to this Crew’s Arsenal. This model may be hired regardless of Faction or 
other restrictions.  

100 – Harvest the Dead: Once per game, add a copy of an enemy model Annihilated during the game to 
your Arsenal. The model must have the Living or Undead Characteristic. The model may be hired 
regardless of Faction or other restrictions, but gains the Undead Characteristic.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Frontier Garrison  

20 – Wanted Posters: Before each game, secretly note down an enemy model. If it is killed or sacrificed, 
gain 1 Scrip.  

30 – Ominous Gallows: Once per game, choose one of the opponent’s Finished Off flips. The opponent 
must reflip the result.  

40 – Frontier Justice: When this Improvement is gained, add a Mounted Guard to your Arsenal. This 
model may be hired regardless of Faction or other restrictions and costs 1 Soulstone less than its normal 
cost.  

50 – Trained Doctor: Before flipping on the Injury chart, this Crew may spend a Scrip to gain + to the 
flip.   

60 – Posse: Take Prisoner is always an available Scheme for this Crew and the opposing Crew.  

70 – Bounty Hunters: Gain 3 Scrip when you complete a Bounty.   

80 – Executioner: When this Improvement is gained, add an Executioner to your Arsenal. This model 
may be hired regardless of Faction or other restrictions and costs 2 Soulstones less than its normal cost.  

90 – Garrison Patrols: After Initiative is determined on the first turn, this Crew may select two friendly 
models to take a Walk Action. 

100 - Aethervox Communications: During the Draw phase, this Crew may draw and discard one card. 

 


